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This work vres taken up with two "~"~1:r,J~bts in <<>" 
view, First : --To o bta.in a definite -i*if o1E J ,~LJ:f~· ···.:~~:. 
tically intrepretable set of data on the essential 
properties of our western sewer p i pe, and drain tile. 
By western pipe is meant any that is manufactured ·or 
that finds a market in this inte1"'mountain region. 
Second:--To ascertain as far as possible tests which 
may be best racc~pted as standard, so as to give a uni-
formi tit to sewer pipe end drain tile testing, and there-
by make all results definite and · praetical1y vsl.u-
able. This work includes, external pressure tests, 
internal pressure or hydraulic pressure .tests, and ab-
sor:ption tests. 
In order to insure definite and uhiform results 
the University purchased an Olsen testfng machine de-
signed purposely for the testing of clay and cement 
pipe. The machine has a bed plate 48tt square and an 
allowable opening 48~ high, which allows the testing 
of pipe up to 30 n ( ins:i de diameter) • 
Of these tests the external pressure test is at 
present the most important one. Since with sewers or 
in general water pressure lines, it is considered bad 
practice to allow a:ny pressure at all internally. This, 
because the joints can not be made to reliably 
. stand pressure an.d a pi11e line is no more efficient 
than its joints. In the case of a sewer becoming 
clogged, the pipes would seldom b' subjected to a 
pressure greater than 10 pounds per square inch or 
23 foot head, the depth of the man-hole. The in-
ternal p~essure tests show that this demand as far 
as bursting pressure is concen~~ - is far on the side 
of safety, even when the counter-acting effect of the 
external pressure 'is neglec_ted. The importance of 
internal pressure tests is the test for sweating or 
permeability of the pipe, and this more as a compar-
ison of the pipe properties than considered as a leak, 
since in all possibilities the pores soon become filled 
and the pipe made impermeable. Could the joints be 
made as strong as the :pipe·, , which would allow cls.y 
and cement pipe to be used ~n low pressure lines, 
then the internal pressure tests woula_ possibly be of 
first importance. If the absorption or permeability 
of a pipe does allow a penetration of the sewage these 
qualities must not be overlooked; but a discussion 
of this phase of the question is hardly in the field 
of this p~per. 
To augment the «omparison and thereby make the 
data of more practical value, the University invited 
all the western manufactures to send a set of samples 
for the tests. Of these the Denver Fire Clay, the 
Utah Jj ire Clay, and. the Utah Glazed. Cement Pipe 
Companies respond.ed. 
Considerable testing of clay and cement pip.e 
has· been done heretofore, chiefly by the larger cities, 
the manp:factures and the colleges. As a rule the 
manner of testing varies widely even with individuals. 
The Department of Experimental Engineering of the 
Iowa State College has apparently gone into the pro-
blem more than any one else, they havine worked out 
a set of specifications for standard tests on the 
bearihg strength and ai>sorption. These specifica-
tions were followed in the present tests, there be-
in~ ·no reason to diverge from them except in a minor 
detail in the method of applying the load to the plun-
ger, in the compression tests. 
The work was done in the Department of Mechanical 
Engineering under the direction of Professor E. R. 
Beckstrand, to whom the writer extends his acknowledge-
ments for help and suggestions received during the 
tests and the vvorking up of the results. Due credit 
must also be given the manufactures who not only fur-
nished the pipe for the tests but gave many suggestions 
that aided greatly in the work. 
VITRIFIED CLAY PIPE DEFINED. 
Fire clay in general is composed of silica, 
almnina, ferric or ferrous oxide, magnesia, alkalies, 
and combined water plus organic m~"ot~te.tI \'The ,'rJom-
," n n
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bination of the silica and alrntp_\i'..,;i th the 
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pounds, capable of fusion. The fusion point varies 
vridely in the different fire clays, depending on its 
fluxing properties , ranging from 1206F. to 2500°F. 
or even higher. 
There are three distinct stages in the process 
of fusion, viz.--Incipient fusion, vitrification, and 
viscosity. As the clay is heated up it reaches a 
stage when the surfaces of the small particles become 
fused, the p a rticles themselves holding their incli~ 
vidual form. The whole now becomes combined together 
by tliese fused surfaces thus forming a ha rd compact 
mass. TLis stage is known as the point of incipient 
fusion. :If the heat is continuei: beyond this tem-
perature the particles themselves become fused an.cl 
the whole settles into a monolithic,vitrified body; 
this is the vitrification point. If the temperature 
be still raised the whole becomes viscous and unable 
to hold its form and begins to flow; it is then said. 
to have reached the point of viscosity. 
The ran5e between the point of vitrification and. 
viscosity is very important in the manufacture of 
clay pipe. (7 "O If this range only covers from 80 to 100 
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the pipe stands in dan5er of reaching the point of 
viscosity, since it is difficult to control the tem-
a 
perature within/few degrees. To guard against the 
loss which would come if the pip~ reached the melting 
point, the tendency is to keep the temperatures be-
low t}' e point of vitrification vrbich produces a pipe 
more porous and of a lower strength than if vitrified. 
The range between these two points, the vitrifi-
cation and point of viscosity depends to the greatest 
extent on the quantity of lime in the clay. Clay with 
a low percentage of lime may have a difference of as 
much as 600 F., while with a high lime content it might 
(I 
be less than 100 F. 
The color of the vitrified p!pe depends on the 
iron. If the clay is burned in an oxidizing atmosphere 
the iron will change to the ferric condition and the 
clay will be colored red. While if the atmosphere is 
reducing,the ferrous compounds will be formed and the 
pipe changed to a buff' or bluish-black. The -_·ferric 
iron also has the feature of giving up part of its 
oxygen at high temperatures which also has the tendency 
to turn it dark. The color may, however, be turned 
red during cooling if air is allowed to enter the fur-
nace. If burned at a high te~perature this is most 
likely the Base when the middle of the pipe wall is 
black and the outer edges red. The same coloring 
might also occur if during 16urning there is ' insufficient 
air to oxidize the iron. 
The 5laze on the vitrified pipe is obtained by 
throwing salt on the fire at the end of the burning. 
this gives the pipe a glassy surface, a sodium-sil-
icate beihg formed; the pipe high in silica producing 
the best glaze. 
A general descri~tion of the manufacture of clay 
pipe may be of interest. The clay is first ground to 
a fineness that will ~ass through a 12 mesh screen. 
This is done in a dry pan vmich consists essentially 
of a circular pan 7 or 8 feet in diameter with a per-
forated. bottom around which two iron wheels weighing 
about 4,000 pounds, travel. The clay then,after being 
screened. , 15oes to the ,vet pan where it is tempered, 
i.e., is mixed with water and worked to a moulding con-
sisting which is about that of stiff putty. The wet 
pan is similar to the dry pan except th~t it has a 
solid bottom. Fro~ the wet pan it is elevated to the 
cha.Jtging floor where it is fed into the moulds. 
An idea of the mould may be obtained. from the 
Fig. 1. The clay is fed into the cylinder A at the 
top. The steam cylinder B drives the plunger P, thus 
' moulding the pipe llD<y forcine it throngh the ring open-
ing o. The bell of the pipe is moulded first by se~ 
curing the form F, in position at the mouth of the 
moulds. 
PHOTO. No.1. 
VITRIFIED CLA'( PIPE MOULDING MACHINE 
UTI\H F\RE CLAY 
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After moulding the bell, the standard F moves 
down ~cting as a suJ1._ ort for the pipe. ·,hen the pipe 
has issued to a sufficient distance it is stopped and. 
cut off with a wire or knife. Photoeraph Nol, shows 
a pipe partly mouldedo Pis the pi- e, F the bell form, 
H the hooks for securing R>and M the mouth of the rrnulds 
Before burning the pipe it is cured by slowly 
drying it in a warm room. The pipe is burned in dovm 
0 
draught kilns, the temperature ranges at about 2200 F. 
The actual fire lasts about four days, two days being 
required to cool the kilns off. 
-5-
PHOTO. No.2.. 
GL~ZED CEMENT P\PE MACH\NE 
UTAH GLA.ZEO CEMENT PIPE. COMPA.N'( 
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GLAZED CEiv1ENT PIPE DEFDTE.U. 
As the concrete is worked into the molds 
in the making of glazed cement, or machine made 
pipe, as it is sometimes called, the pipe is kept 
revolving about the core of the moulds. The finest 
constituents of the mix are in this way brought to 
the inner surface of the pipe wall, thus producing 
a hard polished impervious lining. From this 1·ining 
originated the name Glazed Cement Pipe. The manu-
facture of gla.zed cement pipe i-S about two years old 
and. during that time the quality has been improved 
to a point that places it in competition with the vit-
rified clay p i pe . 
A description of its manufacture may give a bet .... 
ter idea of the pipe._- Photograph :No .2, is a view of 
one side of the double machine of the Utah Glazed Ce-
ment Company; Sis the shell of the mould which re-
volves about the core c. The hammer H, actuated by 
a cam at C tamps the concrete into the moulds as the 
shell revolves, the core remaining still. The shell 
is attached to the revolvi~g platform P. There are 
two platforms for each machine. While the mould on 
one platform is being filled, the shell on the other 
~~nt~ining a completed pipe is being removed and an 
e~pty shell attached.\1hen a pipe is completed the core 
-7-
the 
C is drawn as is shown in/photograph, the plat-
' 
forms are then .shifted, thus moving the completed 
pipe from under the core and bringine the empty , 
shell in its place. 
C.o M? ~,._'e 1 
Tbef\pipe is then carried to 
the steam room and the shell removed. 
All machine made pipe is made from a dry mix, 
i.e., the concrete is just moist. This constituency 
is necessary for the concrete to pack in the moulds 
under the hammer so that it will be able to support 
itself when the shell is removed.. The concrete is 
mjxed in the mixer Mand is fed into the mould in a 
continuous stream through the spout 3. 
After the concrete has hardened sufficiently, 
which takes about 24 hours , water is s:prayed. on the 
pipe and the steam is then turned on. The steam has 
to rise through a trough of water which causes it to 
be wet. The pipe is thus cured in a warm wet atmos-
phere. The cu ring usually lasts from 8 to 15 days. 
All pipe from the Utah Ql~zed Cement Pipe Com-
pany Wf!S of the following mix: 
1 - :part cement 
2 - parts sand and gravel mixture 
The sand and gravel mixture-was composed of; 
2 - parts gnavel 
.3 .... parts sand 
PHOTO, No .3. 
PIPE READY FOR. TES,\NG 
Shovv·,n~ -p\a.ceYn eY?t of pipe 
a."1d fra.m es, an.cl arran9en1en.t 
ot cerztY-a..\ bect.Y\t19 , 
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·EXTERNAL PRESSURE TESTS. 
Definiteness and uniformity of loading are the 
essentials of testing for the external pressure 
strength of pipes. The bneaking load must be ap-
plied in such a manner that it presents the same 
conditions for each and every pipe tested. Of the 
methods yet used or snegestedthe one recommended 
by the Engineering Experiment Station of the Iowa 
State College appeaared to best fill these require-
ments, and is the one used in the tests of which 
this paper treats. 
~his method consists of bedding the pi le below 
and above in sand for one-fourth of the circumference, 
measured on the middle line of the pipe uall; and 
applying the load through these sand bearings. The 
method is well illustnated in photograph No.3, F and 
F 1 are tbe frames containing the sand, Pis the plun-
ger which fits inside the top frame F' and bears di-
rectly on the s and. The load is applied to the plun-
ger from the machine head H, by the central bearing B. 
A cloth attached to the lower side of the top frame 
prevents the sand fro~ escaping between the frame and 
the pipe. The top frame is slightly raised so as not 
to bear at all on the pipe. 
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It . has been suggested by many persons who 
saw the tests that the pipe should be entirely im-
bedde.d ti:ll the sand and thus more nearly parallel 
the actual conditions of the trench. The Bureau 
of 
of Sewers/the city of Brooklyn tried this method. 
Tl.re pipe was placed with a fir@ bed of sand under-
neath, eight inches of sand bedding on top and a 
bedcling of sand of one-third the diameter of the 
pipe on each side. A twelve inch pipe under these 
conditions to satisfy the s pecificatioHs,had to S'tand 
a crushing pressure of 3,000 pounds per linear toot 
without cracking. All sizes larger than twelve inches 
w-ere required to sustain a l)ressure of 4 9 500 pounds 
per linear foot. The ~ureau found that with this 
method there was an indefiniteness of loading on the 
pipe due to the fact that it is not possible to place 
the sand around the pipe so that it would always have 
an equal bearing in all directions. ~I.1his uncertainty 
of the distribution of the pressure on the pipe, and 
the fact that this method, too, is onl y comparative 
rather than producing the exact conditions of the 
trench, lead the _ Bureau to use a mor.e simple and de-
finite manner of testing, that knoYm. as the Knife-edge 
test. 
In the Knife-edge test, the bottom of the pipe 
is bedded in sand throueh an arc of 60° and the 
pressure applied at the top by a plaster-of-
raris form, one inch wide by one and one-quarter 
inches thick, made of a one to one mixture of 
plaster-of-Paris and sand. Still another arrange-
ment used by Brooklyn is to use two plaster-of-
C) 
?aris strips 60 apart instead of the sand bearing 
at the bottom. Either of these methods have the 
disadvantage of the plaster-of-Paris strips not con-
forming to the unevenness and irregularities of the 
different pipes, and the excess trouble of placing 
and fastening these strips. 
Marking and Measuring: 
The samples on being received at the laboratory 
were given a laboratory number. 'I1hese were g·iven in 
series so that each company's pipe could be easily · 
told by the number; e.g., all numbers below 300·a.esig-
nate the Utah Fire Clay Company's pipe; numbers from 
300 to 400 disignate the Denver Fire Clay Company's 
,ipe; and numbers from 400 _to 500 designate the Utah 
Glazed Cement Company's pipe. 
Dimensions of the pipes were all carefully taken, 
spec.ial care being spent at the pipe's critical points, 
i.e.,. where the determining stresses of the pipes 
strength occur. Perhaps it may appear that undue ex-
a ctnoss was taken for materials of such varying pro-
-l2e 
~erties as clay and cement. But exactness 
in this case might give us a key to the reason 
of some of these varying properties, if so, the 
extra time was well s~ent. At least, close 
mea?urement gives an idea of the irregularities of 
both the clay and the cement. 
To systemize the Measuring and pln..cing of the 
9ipe it was m2rked off in quadrants measured on the 
middle line of the p i~e wall. This was quickly an 
easily done by means of two straight edges fastened 
(Fig.1Jo2) together at right angles e,nd each graduated. 
from the center outvmrd. The quadrant was then marked. 
by a ~oint horizontal to it on the outside of the pipe. 
These guadrant points riere then numbered by dots thus: 
• - •• - ••• - •••• - as shovm in Fig. 3, and chalk 
quadrant points 
lines dram through the /to aid in placing the pipe. 
V' 
d -
no 1 ght 
316 95.5 
The pipes were placed in the sand with. and 
•• at the top. The greatest stress, as uill be 
~roven later, comes at the to) and bottom of the 
pipe, bet1een. and •o and ••• and . . . . ' i.e., at 
V' and V :E'ig.3, and through these points the fol-
lowing measurements were taken, length over all, 
depth of bell, thickness of bell, and thickness of 
spigot. Fig. 4, is an example of the measurements 
taken of e~ch pipe; the upper row of values are for 
the top of the pipe at V' and the lower row for the 
~ottom of pipe V. 
~ength .Dpth Dia. Thick Thick 
over of 0f ness 0 1:easof 
Crush 
ing 
all :8ell 1ell ~8ell Spgt .2rsur e 
32.8 2.6 13.02 92 9.92 9.80 1.02 7170 
32.9 2.7 13.06 .92 10.·20 9.86 1.10 
fl.9· 4-
~Sp,qot ,- V' 
B oo' 
Rm.ks 
The pipe as soon as received was placed 
in the laboratory which was kept at room temper-
ature, thus givin@· it a chan:ee to dry out before 
being weighed. ancl tested. This was not possible, 
however, with the cement pi9e since it ~as tested 
within a couple of da~rs of the time it was received 
and ms still damp when tested. 
The length of the pipe was taken to the near-
est tenth of an inch bv"" means of a rule with an 
attached hook as shmvn in No. 6. The depth of the 
bell was measured 
Fi~. 6. 
to the nearest tenth of an inch and at about the 
middle of the shoulder·; its thickneas was taken near 
the shoulder and to the nearest one-hundred.th of an 
inch. The thickness of the spigot was taken at C 
(Fig. Uo,.5) the smallest place below the bell and at 
D about two inches from the spigot end; the smaller 
of the top and bottom measurements were recorded. 
Four measurements were taken of the diameter of the 
spigot two at G and two at D, one the horizontal and 
the other the ·vertical diameter at each place, that 
is, . oo.r and VV 1 (Fig 3) • 
The measurements were made with calipers. the 
thiclmess v.ras measu"Y'ed after the pipe was broken. 
l 
p HOTO. No.4. 
e>\DE VIEW Or iE51\NG MACH\NE 
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PHOTO. No=-7 
MANNER OF HANOL\NG AND 
PLP,...C\NG A LA'RGE P\PE 
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Any pecularity in the burn, glaze , or brake were 
noted under remarks. .And when possi-bltf ~"'11e··.p.J_ace 
r.,,.,,.,"., .,.," ~ "' "' : .. ·,-.• ;' .. 
,,."., ., .. .,. •• ~ " . ., ., .,e I'll,.,. ,.."' 
it occupiea. in t:t+e furnace dur~:n)i·: .. lfurn.ing t thi(t<j,s ~ 
' "' .. .,,,3 ~ .. :.., .. '\., 
"' "' "'::.,;) "' " . ..""'... ., ' whether top or bottom pipe vmtl·.als~ ~9~~c{l, ~.: 2U':lis -· .... ·z .. ; . 
'1-, ~ • • .. "" • ~ .._., ~ ., ., .,, .. .,.. ... .... ., ....... .,~ ~.,"'., 
fa.at it was thought might possibly help in the selec-
tion of pipes from their physical appearance. 
Testing: 
Photographs lW' s 3 and 4, show c_learly the gen-
eral design and working parts of the machine. The 
machine adds to tI-ie applied load the weight ot the 
sand and pipe and hence it was necessary in each test 
l 
to subtract the v,eight of the bottom box and three-
eights the weight of the pipe from the reading; five-
eights of the weight of the pipe,. ancl the top box . 
being considered as part of the load. The speed 
of the machine was used which required. from one and 
one-half to two minutes to apply tlle +oad. rt was 
found., however, that the time of applying the load. 
as long as it was applied steadily, and without in-
terruption made no noticeable difference in the 
remil ts. 
Plate No.1, is a drawing of a sewer-pipe frame; 
the drain tileffgffg the same except that it is not 
notclil.ed for the bell. The frarnes were all constructed 
to satisfy the specifications recorrnnend.EScl by the Iowa 
State College. (See appendix) The size of 
the top frame for a ... ipe was found graphically 
the 
thus: CC' Fig No.7 is the one -forth of/cir-
dumference of the middle line of the tile wall, 
a line drawn through CC
1
parallel to 00' is cut 
by the outside circumference of the bell at B 
and B' • . The distance BB' is the necessary width 
of the frame for the bell. The thickness BS is then 
'--
added inside this frar1e to make it fit the spigot. 
It is not necessary to make a special bottom frrune 
for each pipe since the pipe can be bedded in the 
sand satisfactorily if the frame is for a larger pipe. 
Por all pipe up to 12 r, inches in diameter the 
cloth on the to 9 frame for holding the send may be 
attached in one piece as shovm in Fie. 8, the trouble 
of refilling the fr8.Jne for each test is in this way 
eliminated. For all piDe over 12 inches it 
is best to attach tl1e cloth in four pieces which 
are large enough ta. la!) so they will hold the 
sand well . This requi!'es the frame to be fillea. 
each time, nevertheless, it is more easily and ae-
curately fitted on the lcwrge pipe than if the 
cloth is in one piece, and it is possibly as quick. 
' The pi~e is best bedded in the sand on the 
lower side by working or tamping it around the pipe 
with a flat iron bar about one-quarter of an inch 
inch 
thick by one/wide. It can is this way be gd.ven a 
perfectly even bearing at all points. 
Two square iron bars (l" x l") were used for 
applying the loac.l to the plunger . These pToved. more 
satisfactory than rollers since with rollers the top 
roller has a tendency to roll and thus shift the o-
sition of the load. • ..Ana. the square bars allow ample 
freedom for adjustmento 
The stresses that cause the breaking of the pipe 




PHOTO.. Ne. G. 
S\OE V\EW OF PIPE. AFTFR. RUPTURE.. 






ULAR\"TY W \"TH 
~u~OAANTS 0 F A. 
SHOW\l-lG THE RE.G-
WH\CH ,HEY BRE.AK. 
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{e have tension in the outer circumference and 
compression in tho inner circmnference at points 
0 and 0' and compression in the outer and tension 
in tho inner circumference at the points V and V'. 
In breaking, these points of stress are uell a.e-
- through ihem• 
fined, nearly all pipes breaking along lines passing/ 
Photoeraph U(?.6, shows the position of the crack 
along the side; Photog~al'.)h no.5, shows the four 
quadrants of a broken ~ipe. 
Theoretically, the e reatest stress occurs at 
the upper or lot:7er points of the pipes, V and V'7 
11\owever, in the tests no difference in the time of' 
breaking of the side and upper points, even in the 
lare;er :pipes could be noticed. Uor was there any 
~~preciable deflection in a pipe before rupture, 
showing the material to be practically inelastic. 
Calculation of Stresses: 
' ' ' / / 
· fiq, \0 · 
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Consider any small portion of the pi:e 
wall between two consecutive cross-sections. And 
consider it as having the form ABC .D Fig. 10, be-
fore being strained. Let OM =- d.s be the original 
length of this portion, considering all fibers as 
having the same length d s (which is nearly true). 
Before strain the tangent lines at O and lJ make 
the angle d~ with each other. IThen under strain 
the fibers are all shortened and e~ual length 
due to the thrust. And are shortened or lengthened, 
depending on which side of the netural axis they 
are on, an amount d "A2 at the outside fibers, and 
proportionately as they approach the netural axis. 
Consider the section at Oto remain fixed then when 
under strain the section ED takes the position B'lll' 
and the tangent line at M which remains perpendicular 
to J3 D takes the position M1 N. The ~ngle between 
the tangent lines is then increased an amount df Plv.1:'IJ. 
The shortening of the fiber at Dan aJ11ount d ~2 is due 
to the force p"2. dF . Bnt we have the relation 
· c :::. ~ -= f> / ~ ~ or d "'2 = ~ d =, / e 
where E: = d /\'2. the :.olati ve elongation and E - the 
<::t C::7 
modulus of elasticity. But from the figure, geo-
metrically, d A2 -= e d cf 
.". Eedf -=p.2.ds 
But M the stress couple :::. 'f-i. :x.. ; hence by substituting 
e 
we have di rL - Md s or the total change 
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Tiow consider Fig. 11, as a section of a pipe 
of thiclmess t and lenc-th t the :teavy line being an 
exaggeration of its form, when loaded and the dotted 
line its form before being strain~d. Consider the 
whole load acting,as '2.P and distributed over one-
quarter of the circumference as s11ovm. Take as free 
body, the upper left hRnd quadrant as shovm. in Fig.12; 
the external forces acting. on it are, .... -a thrust P and 
a moment Mc at , 0 , and the a ..:. plied force P and the 
moment t:'lvat V 1 The shear at V' -:::- C which is seen by 
su.nnning up the vertical components. 
Now when a section of the pire, Fig. 11, is un-
der stress the tangent lines O and \I are not changed. in 
direction, i.e., they are still vertical and horizon-
tal and. remain 901> apart. Hence, 'f \:'2.c( f : o that 
is, the total change of angle between O and 11"/'2- is -= O• 
Therefore, if we consider() as the origin and consider 
any portion of the quadrant Om as a free body 
wa may apply the equation developed above thus 
" f d <p = f = 4-i f 
O 
Mds00 0But in order to solve for 
the unkno m values here , we must make two summa-
tions, since we have a chane e of conditions at 
, ~ r"" r lf/'2-
Th us, ¢ = E M,ds -t e-'1: \ M-i. ~s ==-o 
0 ~ 
where M is the moment at any section between 0 
and 11/4 and M~ the moment at any section between 11+ 
a~d ir;'J.. • Fe have then ~ t ;. Px - 'Mo a..n.c\ 
,z. 
M1.= Px - Mo-[x -(r-rcos ·%.] p/,z.; w\-iere x = r(,-cose) ctnc\ d"::.= rdg 
Substituting tho value s of M\ and M-:z. we have 
9-= ~,; f"4-CPr(1-cose)-Mo) rde -t ~l. \~ (crrc1- CO':Je} Mo 
0 ~ ~1 
-[r{t-cose)-(r-rc.es"%i}~fde= o 
I
,y4-: rr.,_ r I r 
:::. (Pr2 (,-co~s)-Mor]de + \ t_(Pr"(t-Co'?l)- Mor Lrco~ ""!Ir 
O 'f 4- '2. 1 
-rco5a) P72co~~\ dg:= o 
No+e( P== :cos'%) 
""[Pr'2(e-sine)-M 0 re)! -t" (Pr"2-(e-Sir1.e) -More 
- [ Co'>" "% e- 2 co<;,%,. si" e -t o/'2. -t ,'4_ sir1. 2e) ~s ~ 1 "%. = o 
, ~ 
:: (Pr2( ir14- -Si" ty4) - Mor% J -t P rl ( ll"f.'I. -Sil'l ~ -t-1f/4 -t "%.-Mao/+ 
- (co~-r4- .~ -'2cosir4(s1l'l}'4-Sin ~ -trs-t~(sit2 ll-S;'l%)= o 
= P.r-=z(.1&s4- ,10·11) -,1 sst Mor;- Pr-z..(.1'bs4- \-t ,1°1 \) -Mo Y- -1~54 
-[ . .,o,t 'I. :i«os4 -2 .101, (I- ~f,54)-\- ~\~\'+,~s(-\) == o 
::=. 0113Pr"2. - ,18S4 Mer +Pr"2. ·+~2s .. Mor - [ ·~121- ."~o~s; ·?~'2.1 
_ • '2. ~ ,) ~ 01 \ Pr -::::. 0 
'· 
::: "2.."" :JBSL\- Mor -:: .. 4-0.S \ Pr'l- -==- O 
o~ \Vl 0 · Y'" -== • 4 o 5 I Pr/ '2 .,_ ~ 1 ~ S 4 - '2. • S 1 & Pr , 
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To find Mv take moments about \I. this gives 
Pl' -Mo -Yeas 4s0 P/~ - Mv=-C> 
M V '= P....- - • '2 51 ~ PY - . , ~ \ "?> S" ?...- = • 12 S -i Pr 
If now we cons ; der a section of unit leng~h, 
·that is, e -=- t , and thickness T we have, . substi-
tuting in the fll"Qdamental equation, lv\ -=- f :t./e = YG t:2.'P 
where '3 is .the stress per unit area in the outer 
fiber. Hence, substituting in the above equation we 
get, y6 t"2. p -=- .. 4-"2-'o"l' Pr- or p ~ 2,'E,72'2.. Pr-A:zw\?ere P,cs 
one half the total load appiied. Thence, if P' is 
taken a s the whole loaa.. Yve have p = \. 2 ~'°' P'r /·t-'2-
~e 
Let p I\ cnl_J.ed t h e Modulus of Rupture in pounds per 
square inch. 
The Iowa State College specifications give the 
formula p=- Pr/-(~ f or finding.p • Tlds is less than 
the one wo:rked out above by the factor 1.286,. Both 
formulae give high values for the tensile strength per 
of-
square inch. To illustrate., the average of p A all the 
cement pipe tested i~ 103~ pounds per square in~h by 
the formula ~ == \ •1...<c><o P0-L and 804 pounds per square 
inch by the Iowa I tate gollegEt formula p = Pr A, . The 
highest valu~ _gi Vyn for any one ceme~.t pipe is 14?_5 
and 1147 :pounds per sq. inch by the respective form-· 
ula; and. the lowest value for any one pipe 460 lbs. 
and 358 lbs. per sq. inch. The mixture in all cases 
is 1 pq.rt sand t .o 2 parts sand an d gravel mixture; the 
sand and gravel mixture being 2 parts gravel to 3 parts 
sand. 
Tests were not made on this particular 
mix to ascertain its actual strength per square 
inch, but tests were made of neat cement of the 
same brand as the pipes were made of, Ogden Port-
land, and these gave an average of less than fJ50 lbs. 
per sq. inch tensj_le strength at 5 months old., the 
cement heing mixed1..'damp and. tamped in the moulds. 
And since the tensile strength of a mixture of ce-
ment and. sand and gravel could. not be stronger than 
neat cement, one may safely conclude that both form-
ulae give high results. The tests for vitrified 
clay drain tile gave about the same values forp as 
the vitrified clay sewer-pipe, which shows that the 
bell has ldttle effect on the strength of the pipe1 
In selecting a standard formula, the formula 
?= Pr/ t-z. is preferable to the more theoretical one~ 
p: \. '2. 9.>E> P..-/ t'2. since it F,i ves values rJ.o:re nearly cor-
Judging from tho stren~th of cement the -writer would suggest 
rect ancl is simpler. I the formula • 5 P-r /-t-2- as 
being about right. But until we are certain of the 
strength of the materials it appears- advisable to use 
the sim2ler one, Pr /-r?- rn1ichever formula is 
used, we obtain a comparison of the strength of the 
materials; and since, there are other uncertain fac-
tors in the test of the strength of a sewer-pipe, a 
comparison is ~bout all we can rely on; and therefore, 
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the formula P~ / -t-2.. appears as the most 
~atisfuctory for the adoption as a standard. 
Calculation & Tabulation of Results: 
Fig. 4, is a sam~le of tho dimensions taken 
for each pipe. The dimensions given in the tables 
are the average of those taken of which li1 ig.4, is 
a sample. The averaee dimensions were used in all 
calculations. In the tables of 11External PI·essuTe 
Tests,n all the :pipes of the same size are placed 
on the same page. Thj_s arrangement will help in the 
comparison and selection of pipes. 
The nnroaking Load per Linear Foot,rr was found 
by multiplying the total breaking load by twelve and 
dividing by the length of the pipe in inches .. 
The "- adius to the Middle Line of the Pipe, n-vrall 
is the average diameten of the spigot plus the aver-
age thickness of the ~ipe wall divided by two. 
The "Modulus of Rupture,n in :pounds per square 
inch was calculated by the formula Pr / -tt;L ·where 
P ) is the breaking loe.d per ~inear inch, ~ the 1--adius 
to the middle line of the pipe wall in inches, and 
t the thiclmess of the pi..c e \7all. 
The "Equivalent ~e~1th of Earth, n was found by 
the formula D = L-)o o~ ~r~o.-. , -r1her~ "~o the equiv-
s:1lent a_epth of earth, ·1 the breaking load per linear 
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, foot, 100 the assumed weight of a cubic foot 
of ear-th, and d the diameter of the outside of 
the p ipe. The part of the equation doos 458 is 
the width 0£ the sand bearing~ to inside width 
of the top frame (nearly~). We may then define the 
\ # 
""Equivalent Depth of Earth ," as the height of a 
seotion of earth necessary to break the pipe, where 
the earth weighs 100 lbs. per ou. ft., and the sec~ 
tion of earth covers one forth of the circumference 
of the pipe. Of course in actual service other fac-
tors enter which heap to determine the pressure on 
the :pipe; for instance, the supporting value of the 
earth itgelf, the kina~ of earth, and the way the p ipe 
is placed in the trench. .:Hence, we cannot take the 
value given in the tables to mean that it is not safe 
to bury a pipe beyond the rrEg_uiva.lent Depth o:f Earth,", 
given. But from these equivalent depths we get a d.i• 
rect comparison of the supporting ability of the pipe 
when in actual service. To illustrate, the 4 ninch 
p'ipe 
cement/has an average break~ng load of 2481 pounds 
and the 30 inch cement pipe 3530 pounds per· linear 
foot. Now the equivalent depth of earth given for 
the 4 inch is 78.e ft 0 and for the 30 inch 16.B ft •• 
which slows us directly that the thickness of these 
pipes are' not in proJortion to the load the pipe is 
required. ta carry 
Discussion: 
Curves plntted from the tables bring out 
most vividly the distinguishing features of the 
pipes. Plate II is a set of curves with the 
thickness of the pipe wall as abscissae and the 
modulus of rupture, the tensile streneth per square 
inch, as ordinates.· The curves are all pL:.oftted to 
the same abscissae but each curve has a diffe~ent 
set of\ ordinates. This is d.one so that the points 
of each curve are kept distinct. Each point is mar-
ked wit~ the size of Dipe it represents. The curves 
then furnish a ready means.of stud.ing the pipe . 
The Denver Fire Clay pipe is seen to be com-
paratively regular in strength, the different sizes 
not varying far from the curve. The curve shows how-
ever, that the strength of the pipe , i.e., the ten-
sile strength in. pounds per square ince, becomes less 
as the thickness of the pipe wall increases. This 
feature is especially ne.ticecl with the single and 
double strength pipei (The double strength are mar-
ked.. with D ) • The 10 and 12 inch single strength 
show an average tensile strength of from 150 to 200 
lbs. per. sq. incl1. hie-her than the a:.ouble strength 
pipe. This variation may be accounted for in two 
ways,--1, The larger pipe when being moulded is not 
placed. under as high a pressure as the ·sr:ialler 
sizes, since the opening through which the pipe 
issues is wid.er with the large p:i.pe than the 
·smaller pipe, the pounds per square inch therefore, 
being less. ,:" 2- The. larger sizes may not be as well · 
burned as the smaller sizes. It may be that a com-
bination of l an.d 2 b'ring about the result. 
The points on the curves for the Utah Fire Clay 
show that both the strength of the sewer-pipe and 
drain tile varies more than the Denver pipe, yet on 
the whole shows a materially higher strength, some 
I>ipes running expept ionally high others only ordinary. 
Just opposite to the Denver pipe, the Utah pipe gets 
stronger as the wall increases in thiclrness. This 
possibly may be to the higher burning with the Utah 
pipe since it all showed higher vitrification than the 
Denver Pipe. 
In the tests, as tabulated in the tables for ab-
sorption, the pa1"ticular kincl of burn was noted., in 
hopes of obtaining information on which conclusions 
as to what burn produced the best pipe, couJcl be based. 
The results show that except in a general way, no con-
c:tusive - rules can be drawn. One time a :pipe 1.vi th a 
reQ burn would stand an exceptionally high load and 
another time would fail under a low loadl which was 
also true with the pi11es having a black burn. How-
ever, it might be said that with the Utah Fire Clay 
pipe the pipe with a light gray burn or a · 
burn just changine from a light red to gray 
was nearly always the best pipe. This pipe 
had a compact \rrall with few air spaces, and as 
a rule ran high and comparatively regular. 
The Denver pipe is characteristically dif-
ferent from the Utah l)ipe. It is made of __ a r:much 
coarser material, it a_oes not have as high a iY'it-
tification, its burn is regularly red, and its 
glaze is much heaviero The coarsness of the ma-
terial, the stage of vitrification, the constitu-
ents of the clay itself, notwithstanding other in-
fluencing factors all effect the strength of the 
pipe. Therefore, a suggestion as to why the Denver 
vitrified. pipe as a whole is- not as strong as the 
Utah vitrified pipe would be unqualified. The 
glaze.has no effect on the strength of q_, pipe, it 
helps, however, to make the pipe impervious. 
The curve representing the pipe of the Utah 
Glazed Cement shows the cement pipe to have the widest 
variation in tensile strength of any of the pipe. The 
cement pipe varied considerably in age, yet this did 
not have the effect on the strength one would expect. 
The curve shows some of the older pipe falling below 
the nevi pipe in. streneth. One test, hoYtever, seems 
to show considerable eain in strength with age. 
A set bf The Utah Glazed Cement Company's 6 vinch 
l)ipe which had. been in the laboratory all winter 
and which was about 11 months old was tested for 
a comparison of the 6 inch two-months old pipe. 
The 11 months old pipe proved to have a tensile 
of over 50 percent hieher than the two months old 
pipe , but only 7 percent higher than the normal~ 
Hence, chances are that the new 6 inch pipe was 
extra ordinarily poor as one·. would judge from its 
place on the curve. 
The curve shows that the cement pipe is made 
stronger in the smaller sizes than in the larger 
sizes. This is because in the larger size the con-
crete is not pounded as well into the moulds as in 
the smaller sizes. 
The thickness of the wall in the cement pipe 
is not graded proportionately to the size of the pipe 1 
the 6 and .8 inch, the 10 and 12 inch 1 and the 21, : 
18 and 24 inch pipe,havi~the same thiclrn.ess respect-
ively. The pipe is made this way so that one pipe will 
just fit in the pipe a size large~, no regard being 
paid to the needed strength or the economy of the ma-
terial. This is brought out forcibly by the curves 
for the nEquivalent Depth of Earth." 
These curves, Platt l~Jt, are pJ.itttecl with the 
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"Equivalent Depth of }.Jarth, n as abscissae ,and 
the "Thiclmess of Pipe Wall, n as · ordinates, each 
curve having a different set of ordihates. If 
the thic1mess of the pipe were made in conformity 
with the load, the p ipe is required to carry, the 
curves would be vertical; or in other words, the 
f 
equivalent depth of earth should be constant and 
the thickness of the pipe ·wall should be proper-
tional accordingly. The cement pipe curve shows 
the inconsistency of making the thickness of the 
pipe wall of different sizes of pipe the aame thick-
ness. The other curves show the thickness of the 
vitfified clay pipes more uniform, yet equally out 
of proportion. The curves should in fact slope the 
other way from the vertical, since the Stlpporting 
effect of the earth is much less with the larger pipe 
than in the smaller ~ipe. A load passing over a sm~ll 
pipe buried in the ground 'would increase the stress 
in a small pipe comparatively little; where as, on 
the other hand, unless burried. deep the larger pipe 
would receive the greater part of the load, since t~e 
inc r eas ed s pan of the earth would greatly decrease ·its 
supporting effect. ~· 
<aomments on the Methoa. Used: 
.As far as unifomit"y and accuracy this method. of 
testing sewer-pipe and. a.rain-tile is highly satisf'act·
1~r y 
It places all sizes of pipe under the same 
conditions. It works as well with sewer-pipe 
as drain-tile, it having the advantage of dis-
tributing the load. eqnally over the bell or e:ny 
unevenness of the pipe. Close observations shows 
that with properly made frames and care in apply-
ing the load it is reasonably definite. The re-
sults by this method are readily intrepreted into 
practical data, since the loading resembles closely 
the ad.verse conditions 0.: f the trenc-h. :But the method 
is cumbersome, it regnires considerable rigging up, 
a sp·ecial top frame being necessary for each size of 
pipe. It lacks simplicity; care must be taken in 
making and placing the frames, in fixing the bearings 
of the pipe, the met11od requiring for the best results 
a perfect acquaintance of the method by the operator. 
The wr:it:er· believes that a s:impler, yet possibly, 
as satisfactory a method of testing sewer-pipe an<l 
drain-tile could be arrru.1geQ by using two concentrated 
or narrow bearings. A method used by Professor A. N. 
Talbot and recommended by him in the Engineering Rec-
ord, April-6th, 1912, for the testing of drain-tile 
has the me~its of simplicity and for drain-tile,aa-
curay and uniformity. · It consists in applying the· load 
Fig.l~,by two strips of wood, a piece of hose being 
used to take up the une~enness of the pipe. Other 
similar methods mentioned earlier in the paper 
have more than two bearin0 s \Vhich arrangement 
takes from them simplicity end d.efini teness. 
It is believed. that o.. r1ethod similar to Professor 
Talbot's could be sat isfactorily ap~lied to sewer-
)ipe. Even if the load did not come on the bell the 
writer,after close observation of the way pipes break 1 
believes that there would be little or no difference 
in the crushing st-Bngth of the pi~e, since the pro-
portional stress would be transmitted to it through 
the pipe. The tests on drain-tile show that the bell 
has very little effect on the strength of the pipe. 
Therefore, to make the bearing symetrical it could. be 
arranged as far back of the spigot end as the length 
of the bell. Or it might be possible to test it by 
having the bearing a foot or some such proportional 
length. The point the writer wishes to make is that 
he believes sewer-pipe can be tested satisfactorily 




The absorption tests were carried out 
according to the specifications (see appendix} 
recommended by the Iowa. State College as Standard 
Test for Absorption. The samples were all taken 
along the line of rupture of the upper side about 
the miudle of the pipe. The ovens used for drying 
the samples· were the ordinary drying ovens heated. 
0 
by Bunsen Burners. The oven was held above 212 F . 
..... 
-i, 0 
usually from 229 F . - 225 F. According to the speci-
fications all specimens were dried until they ceased 
loosing moisture. The vitrified clay pipe could be 
easily dried in from 12 to 15 hours, the loss ~in 
weight running at less than a tenth of one percent. 
The cement pipe contained considerable moisture, the 
newer pipe reaching as high as ·3 to 4.5 percent. It 
took about 60 hours to clry the larger samples and 30 
hours to dry the smaller. samples of cement pipe de-
pending 9n the amount of moisture they contained. To 
find out whether the larger samples of cement pipe 
were saturated after 24 hours in water, the samples 
were replaced in water after ~eighing and left far 36 
hours longer , making in all 60 hours. The .extra gain 
in weight in no case exceeded 0.5 of one percent. 
Calculations and Tabulations: 
The percent absorption w~s found by dividing 
the difference in weight of the sample when dry and. 
after 24 hours in water, by the weight when dry. The 
percent is given to a hundredth of one percent though 
the weight was only taken to the nearest tenth of one 
percent . This was done since it gave a more exact 
method. of rfinding the average. 
For convenience the nKind. of Pipe ·," is repeated 
in these tables. The nModulus of Rupture,n is also 
repeated and placed opposite the percent absorption 
in order to show o:ny relation that might exist be-
tween the density of the pipe and. its strength. A 
description of the pi_:>e wall placed in the tables 
gives a ·ready means of comparing the burn and the other 
ppoperties of the pipe . 
Discussion: 
The curves, Plate IV, are platted with the nThick-
ness of Wall ,n as abscissae and nPercent Absorption;>" 
as ordinates . Each curve has its ina.ividual set of 
ordinates, so as to keep the points of each curve dis-
tinct as is done in Plates II and III. These curves 
all have the reverse direction to those of 
Plate II. plotted between the "Modulus of Rupturen 
and "ThicJmess of Pipe Uall,n with the exception 
of the Utah Fire Clay's drain-tile which 1negleot-
ing the d.rain-tile 1shows distinctly that the strength 
of the pipe is proportional to its density. Why the 
d~ain-tile should not follow the same law as the other 
vitrified pipe is most likely due to itS' peculiar burn 
which was quite different to the Utah sewer-pipe. 
The above facts ~ight be followed by a suggestion 
as to one condition in the burning that would. help to 
bring about such a relation, i.e., the relation of the 
streneth to the absorption~ special re.f erenoe being 
made to the Utah Fire Clay pipe. The clay used by 
the Utah Fire Clay contains considerable organic matter. 
In burning Jiif the temperature is raised too rapidly 
this is not all burned out before the clay reaches the 
vitrification point. Therefore, if this burns after 
the pipe reaches the vitxification point the tendency 
is' to produce air spaces in the pipe or in other words 
make it porous. The burning of this organic matter 
at a high temperature also tends to reduce the iron 
cumpounds and thus produce a black pipe. Now the re-. 
duced. iron .:apparently has a greater cementing value 
·either 
than r / of its oxides. :But if the carbon is presm t 
in too e r oat an amount, it produces an abundance of air 
spaces, thus weakeninB' the pipe. But if. 
present in just the right proportion to p~oduce 
a light gray burn, reducing a po1:tion of the iron 
but at the same time not producing to many air 
spaces theI·e results a combination that produces 
the stronger pipe. 
Several sets of whole pipe were tested to see 
if when the glaze was unbrolten the absorption would 
b~ any different from when taking a regular sample. 
The results show that thete is no difference, the per-
cent being as high with the whole pipe as with a piece. 
Suggestions: 
Though the larger samples were shown to become 
nearly saturated after 24 hours, the writer would sug-
gest that the time of immersion he increawed to 48 or 
even 96 hours. By this time the thickest SBJ11IJles wo.uld 
have a chance to become thoroughly saturated .and thus 
more nearly give the conditions found in service. 
INTERN.AL PRESSURE TEST. 
Outline: 
It was the plan, to test all sizes of both the 
vitrified clay and the cement pipe up to and includ-
ing the 12 inch pipe. As in the external pressure 
tests five 1 ipes were to be tested of each size. The 
Denver }ire lay only sent five i:pes of each size. 
It was decided to use three of the five for external 
pressure tests anQ the other two for internal pressure 
tests. The Utah Fire Clay sent a full set of each 
size. The Utah Glazed Cement sent four 4 inch and 
five 6 inch pipes; ~f these it was doubtful whether 
the six inch was a fair sample. Tests, however , were 
made on them, but the data on only two sizes did not 
seem of sufficient weight to base any conclusions. 
Testing: 
Fig.,~, illustrates the arrangement of apparatus. 
and were 
The heads Hand H' were made of cast-irtn/held by a cen-
tral iron rod R. ~ 




Heavy rubber gaskets T were used to ~ake up the 
unevenness of the pipe. The pressure pipe P was 
attached to the lower side and the air cock A on 
the upper side of the head on the bell end. The 
pressure gauge G was attached on the upper side of 
the head on the spigot end. The pressure was taken 
directly from the water mains, which during the test 
ranged from 150 to 170 lbs. per sq. inch. Any pres-
sure above this was obtajned by v..sine a hand pump. 
The pressure was regulated mostly by using.the air 
cock A as a release valve. The p~essure was started . 
at and increased by increments of 10 pounds, and was 
held for ten minutes at each pressure. The time was 
noted when moisture first appeared on the surface. 
~1th the exception of the four inch pipes ,61 and 68, 
the pressure was increased until the pipe ruptured, 
the bursting pressure of 61 and 68 being beyond the 
highest pressure obtainable, 270 pounds . 
Tables: 
Under "First weating" the colunm under "Timen 
means the time at that pressure that the pi?e began 
to sweat. The rest of the tables is self explanatory. 
Results: 
No Utah :F1ire Clay pipe began sweating under 20 
pounds pressure, the average value being well above 
40 pounds. And only one Denver Fire Clay 
pipe began sweating at the ten pound pressure, 
the average for first sweating being above 2.0 
pounds. One would conclude . from these facts 
that specifications re1uiring that a pipe shall 
not show moisture after 10 minutes at 10 pounds 
pressure would be none to exacting. 
1Jhese tests confirm the relation shovim in the 
other tests, that the strength is proportional to 
the density, that is, the higher the imperme~bility 
of the p ipe the greater its strength. The pipe with 
the gray or the light reddish gray burn is also shown 
by these tests to be the best pipe. 
It is noticeable that the pipe as a rule begira 
sweating first near the spigot end. In moulding the 
I) i pe the bell is rnoulcled first and is placed under 
comparat ively high pressure. After the bell is moula_ed 
the form F, Fig.l, lowers and the pipe issues from the 
moulds. The only pressure this part of the pipe is 
placed under is that required to push it through the 
opening of the moulds;and in case it doeS' not rest on 
the support F, this pressure is redu.cea:. . by the pipe 
hanging. It may ·tie that seams are thus made in the 




The tests all show that there is a direct 
relation between the strength, the absorption and 
the permeability of the pipe wall. The external 
pressure tests furnisJ1 a close estimate of the pipe·s 
strength, and the absorption teats of the pipes por-
osity. The internal pressure tests bring out the 
weakest points of a pipe. If there is a seam or 
fault in a pipe the external tests readily show it. 
Uhen a pipe bursts from internal water pressure it 
is the weakest point that gives way. Whereas, with 
the external pressure tests we obtain nearer an aver~ 
age of th·e pipe's strength. Forinstance, a fault 
common only to a sincrle pipe if it does not happen 
to come on the line of rupture makes practically no 
difference to the pipers str·ength. Even a fault in 
the line of rupture averages up with the other points 
of the pipe, since the p ipe's strength ia dependent 
not alone on one but two lines, the top and bottom~of 
the pipe, the places of greatest stress. While in the 
internal tests the pipe · sp,lits at the weakes t point J 
regardless of its strength at any other place. 7e 
would say, than, that the external tests tend to pick 
out the class of pipe, the internal tests the indivi-
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dual pipe. However , the tests for general 
sweating readily shows the class of pipe. But 
the bursting point of a pi1)e is incli vidual and 
not comparative. 
Tests on the ~tah Fire Clay pipe only covered 
sizes up to the 18 inch pipe." Therefore, - to draw 
a compariBon of the material of the different com-
lJanies :p~:pe averages were taken of the modulus of 
ru:vture and_ absorption of sizes only up to ancl in-
cluding the 18 inch pi:pe. ·Ihich averages are as fol-
lows: 
Utah :.: Fire Olay - Mod.ulus of Rupture 1383 Absorp. 404 
Denver -Fire Clay ·~ -









Which shows the Utah Fire Clay to have an excess 
strength over the Denver Fire Clay of 186 lbs. per sq. 
in. and over the Utah Glazed Cement of 575 lbs. per sq. 
i:nr._ s ancl the Denver an excess over the Cement of 3S9 
lbs • . :per sq. in. Or in terms of percent, the Utah 
Fire Clay exceeas the Denver Fire Clay by 47% in strength 
and the Cement by 71%; and the Denver exceeds the Ce-
ment by 40.8%. 
The average of the absorption tests show the Ce-
ment pipe to have a p~rcent absorption higher by 3.2% 
than the Denver and 3o79% then the Utah; and the Den-
ver to have a 0.55% hieher absorption than the Utah 
Fire Clay pipe . 
e • • • • • 
It would be interesting to determ~l?-,e. ·-~:~i \ ~ Y C-:.:> . 
• • • .o • 
future tests whether the Clay or Oeme.·;i·f ~ipe were : .. ·:.:~. 
•: .. :. ' .. ·: :-· 
any different in streneth whe11 tho:r'~ii~hlt:.JJ~f~t\ R \:" .·:::~:. 
than when dry. 
The iata from these tests is on the best 
grades of vitrified clay and cement pipe manu-
factured by the companies who donated it. Looking 
over the data one notices that,though it ms of the 
best graQe there is a wide variation in the quality 
of the different pipes. There is amon~ the best 
grade a good, a better, and a best. rlhy? Vlhat is 
one IJipe better tban another?. Can,:all pipes be made 
the best grade? Throughout these tests a close 
out-look has been kept for t he characteristics of 
pi~e 
the lJest~. 
The tests show what can be ex_pe c~ ted of the 
best pipe. Specifications can be drawn up from the 
data wit) a corresponding rigidity. Rigid specifi-
cations will demand a close study of the manufacture 
of the pipe by the manufacturer. If ,"uhrough, the 
information given in these tests, a better pipe goes 
to the public, if frol'.!1 these tests: the manu.facturer 
ob t ains information that will help him to make the 
best pipe, then the ttl,ljrp,2r wtll feel well paid for 
